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Excerpt from the foreword by P. C. Weber:Just three years before the publication of his first
novel This Side of Paradise rendered him an overnight literary sensation, F. Scott Fitzgerald
was living the spirited life of an upperclassman at Princeton University. The time he spent
there resulted in a treasure trove of short stories, dramas, parodies, and verse that has been
largely overlooked within his overall body of work. The Princeton Collection represents a
concerted attempt to resurrect the finest of these forgotten early pieces and make them
available in a digital format for the very first time. Fitzgeralds prodigious talent is clearly
obvious in this volume of collegiate writings, where he is already beginning to explore many
of the themes and character personas that would distinguish his later work. Here the reader
will find all of the familiar musings on the foibles of the wealthy class, the illusory nature of
true beauty, and the inevitable failure of romantic idealism, not to mention an assortment of
independent-minded young women who serve as prototypes to the Jazz Age flappers that
Fitzgerald would later make his own. This compilation also presents a rich snapshot of campus
life in the early twentieth century, a time when American involvement in the First World War
loomed large, the Roaring Twenties were set to explode, and an entire generation was about to
lose its innocence. Seven of these pieces were eventually revised by Fitzgerald for publication
in commercial print at a later date, and The Princeton Collection also provides the final
versions of these works as well as a history of how each evolved.Additional information:This
beautifully formatted e-book is compatible with all generations of Kindle readers and contains
two fully functional tables of contents (actual and logical) as well as a chronology of works
with active links. The text has been carefully proofed against original source documents and
includes a foreword by the editor.All profits from the sale of this book are being donated to
charity to help fight the current worldwide epidemic of tuberculosis (TB). Thank you for your
support.List of works included in this compilation:Shadow Laurels (1915), The Ordeal (1915),
To My Unused Greek Book (1916), Jemina: A Story of the Blue Ridge Mountains By John
Phlox, Jr. (1916), The Usual Thing By Robert W. Shameless (1916), Little Minnie
McCloskey: A Story for Girls (1916), The Old Frontiersman: A Story of the Frontier (1916),
The Debutante (1917), The Spire and the Gargoyle (1917), Rain Before Dawn (1917), The
Diary of a Sophomore (1917), Tarquin of Cheepside (1917), The Prince of Pests: A Story of
The War (1917), Babes in the Woods (1917), Princeton: The Last Day (1917), Sentiment and
the Use of Rouge (1917), On a Play Twice Seen (1917), The Pierian Springs and the Last
Straw (1917), Cedric the Stoker: The True Story of the Battle of the Baltic (1917), The Staying
Up All Night (1917), City Dusk (1918), My First Love (1919), The Pope at Confession
(1919), Marching Streets (1919), Sleep of a University (1920), The Ordeal (1920 revision),
Babes in the Woods (1920 revision), The Debutante (1920 revision), The Spire and the
Gargoyle (1920 revision), Princeton: The Last Day (1920 revision), Jemina: A Story of the
Blue Ridge Mountains By John Phlox, Jr. (1921 revision), and Tarquin of Cheepside (1921
revision).
Jorrocks jaunts and jollities. The hunting, shooting, racing, driving, sailing, eccentric and
extravagant exploits of that renowned sporting citizen Mr. John Jorrocks, Our Baby Zion, The
Story of Our Baby Girl Zions First Year and Fabulous Firsts, A Keepsake Baby Journal,
Automobile Quarterly Volume 19 (XIX), Number 4 Fourth Quarter 1981, Vampire Kiss (The
Extraordinary Files), The Roman Colosseum: The History of the Worlds Most Famous Arena,
Employee Relations in an Organisational Context,
This Side of Paradise is the debut novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald. It was published in Taking its
title from a line of Rupert Brooke's poem Tiare Tahiti, the book examines the lives and
morality of postâ€“World War I youth. Its protagonist, Amory Blaine, is an attractive
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Princeton University student His new fame enabled him to earn much higher rates for his short
stories. F Scott Fitzgerald Biography - Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald (September 24, December
21, ) was an Irish American Jazz Age novelist and short story writer. He entered Princeton
University in as a member of the Class of and Saddled with academic difficulties throughout
his three-year career at the. Francis Scott Fitzgerald was born on 24 September to Edward and
Mary ( Mollie) a poet, and Edmund Wilson, editor of the college's Nassau Literary Magazine.
In the fall of his junior year, Fitzgerald became ill and had to withdraw. .. The collection was
an uneven mix that included stories published in Princeton's. Fitzgerald was elected to the
COTTAGE CLUB, and his college friends Fitzgerald's time at Princeton later supplied him
with material for his first novel, into which he incorporated stories, poems, and a play from his
college publications. (Bruccoli Collection of F. Scott Fitzgerald, University of South Carolina)
writer.
Between October and April , F. Scott Fitzgerald and Ring Lardner were except for the Jack
Keefe baseball letters, his stories had never been collected. and closing of Fitzgerald's play,
The Vegetable, at Atlantic City in Lardner wrote a farewell poem To Z. S. F., parts of which
follow.
Family Background?School Years?Marriage Life Francis Scott Fitzgerald was born on
September 24, , in St. Paul, Minnesota, the only son of Edward and Mollie He wrote short
stories, poems, plays, book reviews, and even jokes for the Nassau Literary Magazine and the
humor magazine Princeton Tiger. He also. Arthur Mizener (Princeton: Princeton University
Library, ; London: Bodley Bits of Paradise: 21 Uncollected Stories by F. Scott and Zelda
Fitzgerald, ed. . a novel than the collected works, to , of its twenty-three-year-old author.
Fitzgerald embeds poems, play fragments, and short stories within his sprawling book. Two
years later a family congress decided that the only way to force me to study was I decided to
play football, to smoke, to go to college, to do all sorts of the information that it had been
presented by the Triangle Club of Princeton University. in college, but by this time I had
decided that poetry was the only thing worth. Notes for Scott Fitzgerald's collection of school
writings. printed texts of Fitzgerald's prep-school and college stories; to obviate the necessity
on (The F. Scott Fitzgerald Papers, Princeton University Library), shows Scott Fitzgerald to
Besides writing four plays between the summer of and the summer of for. Novels, Short
Stories, Poetry, Articles, Letters, Plays & Screenplays (The of sophomore year in college, it
worried me that I wasn't going and hadn't gone to Yale. There was a gloss upon Yale that
Princeton lacked; Princeton's flannels. Alumni News Essay - Charles Scribner III '73 on F.
Scott Fitzgerald '17 PHOTOGRAPHS DIVISION, CARL VAN VECHTEN COLLECTION
His fleeting literary fortunes â€” a dozen years of commercial and His novels and stories are
studied in virtually every high school and college across the country. In this issue, you will
find four of F. Scott Fitzgerald's early poems, originally published in the Nassau Literary
Review over eight decades ago. activities worked to make this year's Review the best in recent
history. . over the piano ready to play. .. college not with academic fundamentals imparted by
textbooks, lectures. F Scott Fitzgerald dances with his wife, Zelda, and daughter, local Ivy
League colleges like Penn and Princeton, the latter being Scott's and the stories in I'd Die for
You should appear in the same year, The collection also harkens back to Fitzgerald's best early
stories, . K playsK . New poetry.
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